RMS Data Solutions –
Data Where It Really Matters
Deeper location insights at the point of decision-making leads
to a more profitable business. In today’s challenging market
conditions, access to quality data has never been more important.

The Power of RMS
Ground-level data on
millions of individual
properties

Data From the World’s Leading
Modeling Company
Companies are operating in a world that is too often data-rich but
insight-poor.
Amid an expanding array of data sources, access to targeted data
solutions that offer valuable information where and when it counts
is a critical differentiator for any organization.
From a risk vulnerability and exposure perspective, decision-makers
require full and immediate access to location, property, and hazard
information at every stage in the life cycle of a risk.

Major Perils Covered Globally

80+ data layers
provided by a single
organization
Location-specific
peril data for over
120 countries
Over 30 years of
model data, science,
and technology
Trusted by over
400 institutions
globally

At RMS, our global data solutions facilitate better risk selection
and pricing decisions, helping hundreds of financial services
organizations – including insurers, MGAs, banks, and mortgage
companies – to forge ahead.
Our multi-peril insights enable better decisions and the ability to
grow a property book of business organically, with knowledge.

Clients in over 100
countries rely upon
RMS data

A Joined-Up View of Risk
Data-driven
insight to support
profitable growth

Instant access to
predictive location
analytics

Big data
distilled to
critical insights

Metrics
relevant to your
business

Target the right
business at the
right price

Decision-making
based on consistent
real-time data

Optimize your
capital utilization
and business plan

To learn more about how RMS can support your work, contact: info@rms.com.
www.rms.com
About RMS

RMS is the world’s leading catastrophe risk modeling company. Insurers, reinsurers, trading companies, and public sector and financial organizations trust RMS
solutions to help them better understand and manage the risks of natural and man-made catastrophes.
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